NICOLETTE BOOYENS
Speaker Trainer Social innovator
I have worked in the NPO sector for10 years offering local economic
development strategies focussed on enterprise programmes for emerging
and social entrepreneurs. I share my insights through a range of
presentations on socio-economic strategies, development methodologies
and economic justice. My presentations are ideal for South African
organisational leaders, development practitioners and people who want
to be part of the future solution in South Africa.
For more information:
www.nicolettebooyens.com
mail: nicolette@cause.co.za
call: 0828568789

Presentations

Trade not aid

Collectivism

For CSI and NPO leaders
and donors.

This key-note lobbies the
merit of enterprise
development as a catalyst
for local economic growth
and poverty alleviation.
An in-depth look is offered
on strategies that are useful
to NPO
management teams,
thought-leaders, and
supporters.
The concept and application
of social enterprise
strategies as a solution for
local economic developed
are discussed. Practical
examples and case studies
are offered.

Transformation
Agenda

LiveNow!

For Corporate employees
and all South African
citizens

For NPO Leaders and
practitioners

For emerging
entrepreneurs, financial
freedom seekers and
youth.

This presentation offers a
check-up on our social
status and inventive ways to
shape our sustainable and
collective actions are
introduced.

The Transformation Agenda
explains the principles that
Nicolette holds on socioeconomic development in
South Africa.

Gaining an understanding of
collectivism enables us to
be more aware of the
people around us.
The concept of collective
relevance is introduced and
a commentary is given on
the role we all play in the
restitution and
transformation of our
country.

This talk is inspirational and
fun. LiveNow lobbies the
concept of financial
freedom, and how to
recognise opportunities.

It includes commentary on
the economic justice and
how it relates to the poor.

It examines work ethic,
lifestyle, and social values.

This talk gives an insight
into local economic
development methods and
offers strategies and casestudies in support of the
content.

Self-awareness and
actualisation are discussed
and participants are
encouraged to take full
responsibility for
themselves.

